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About This Game

SpaceDweller is a turn based game where you have to fight against the Empire that attacked your sector. Explore various star
systems, upgrade your ship and destroy your enemies. Combine modules and satellites in a multitude of ways each with unique

abilities to gain an advantage in battle.

Features:

 Procedurally generated enemies and levels.

 Your enemies can have unique abilities that require special approaches and creative thinking to take down.

 A wide selection of modules and satellites take you can creatively deploy to help destroy the opposing Empire.

 A custom-made soundtrack to help fully immerse you within the game.

 Shoot 'em Up missions.

 Destroy enemy flagships to dicover the lore.

 A permadeath function.
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Title: SpaceDweller
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Roman Kozhukhov
Publisher:
Roman Kozhukhov
Release Date: 20 Sep, 2017
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Can play as a cactus with dynamite.

11\/10. I've read little of the original stories from Conan Doyle but this game does get the feel of them. Less puzzle loaded and
more clues and plot oriented, the game helps you keep track of the case by reviewing the main topics discovered at the end of
each day. Also, the backgrounds are imensely developed, and so are the voice acting and speech of the characters. What a
change from the shabby Mystery of the Mummy.. The game is short, but beautiful, and feels like it has a fair amount of
difficultly setting & skill-based replay value.

In the just-over half-hour or so I played, I was able to complete the 5 distinct levels, and give a few of them a 2nd playthrough -
though I definitely plan to come back and give 'Hard' another try. I thought I'd do well after my 'Normal' run, but 'Hard' is a
whole new ballgame in terms of skill!

Is this game worth $10?
I think it is- if not for the skill-based gameplay and excellent visuals, then to support more big name devs like Ninja Theory
experimenting with VR.. It is what it says it is. If you like this style of gaming you will really enjoy this.. So much hate,
w0wzers. This game is Banished step sibling, the one everyone throws things at and kicks during thanksgiving.

Personally, I liked the game.
I thought the campaign mode was really well done. I really liked the art they used for it and the story was interesting.

Yes the game has bugs, which are annoying but can be played around.

If you get the game on sale, I think its definitely worth it.
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Update: 10-28-2018 The developer has responded to my review and posted an announcement in response. He indicates he
"may" end up finishing the game. That's not particularly promising, but I appreciate his efforts at updating the community and
responding to reviewer criticism. For that alone, I will change my review to recommened, but with the caveat that you should
check the announcements and see if the dev actually finished delivering the game content BEFORE you purchase.

Original Review: It would appear this game is abandoned for one of the devs many other projects. I purchased this game not
long after it hit early release, and here we are six months later, with almost no updates in four months. I guess they lost interest.

One of the other reviewers likened it to an iOS game, that's accurate. There's not much depth, not much to keep you coming
back, and enough bugs to keep you from wanting to come back. I happened to click on this game in my library tonight just to
check it out and see if there had been any updates, and my assumption was right, no news since "join our group, check out our
homepage."

If any of this changes, I will gladly update my review. Until then, avoid this game, and, likely, this developer.. RIP OFF iF YOU
HAVE PACK #1 YOU KNOW WHAT ALL IT CONTAINS. The tiny bit more you get with pack #2 Witch is very little and
1\/3 of that is crap. Charging over four dollars is like a slap in the face once you see how little it really is. I could maybe see
$1.99 but wtf $5.00. Are those guys that hard up for cash or what ? LOL maybe we should send them food and blankets too.
There is alot better ways to blow a fiveer than this.. Treasure Adventure World is something really special. An
update/remake/sequel to the freeware game Treasure Adventure Game, both are clearly passion projects for the creator. That
comes across in the coherence of the world, its puzzles and its level design, all of which come together to create a really
memorable game experience. It may look like just another indie game, but it shares a level of craft and commitment with Cave
Story. It's not perfect, but it is excellent.

It's funny, I played TAG years ago and knew that TAW was coming out, but somehow missed that it was released. I picked it up
in the current sale (Chinese New Year) and I couldn't be happier about it.. Dammit man, the ending really makes me feel really
deep. This game is really good for a small size VN and the storyline is very simple.

10\/10 Gonna search for "Carpe Diem: Reboot". It's a fun puzzle game, although the game is a bit too short. The puzzles are
easy to medium difficulty and the entire game can be finished in 4 hours or less. But they were a lot of fun. There are other
puzzle games involving creating your own clone but this also involves a time travel aspect, kinda, that makes it a lot more
enjoyable.

The game has a portal-ish feel to it. Just like Portal, your goal in each level is to reach the exit. You need to figure out how to
reach the exit level. For that you clone yourself and use the clone to help you get there. But you can't interact with the clone.
The clone repeats exactly what you did the first time. The puzzle solving happens in 3 stages. First, you figure out what needs to
be done to go through the exit. Then you need to figure out which version of you will do what. Finally, you execute your plan. I
love the endorphin rush when my plan works out like it should, sometimes it might need a couple of tries to get things perfect,
and I finally reach the exit.

If you like puzzle games I highly recommend it, especially if it's on sale.. I like the time concept using clones to solve puzzles,
but the game commits one of the worst sins in my opinion of a puzzle game. The puzzles are reallly easy to solve but really hard
to pull off at least for me. Maybe you just need better 3d platforming skills but at least with Portal once you knew the solution
the puzzles were easy to pull off.. in a way, this is the true successor to marble blast ultra that we never got, but it's so much
more, the aesthetic of the game is superb and the customization is very fun, and it's very polished and has good options for
lower end computers. damn near perfect!
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